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This invention relates to a novel method of 
making shoes, and more particularly shoes of the 
slip-lasted type. 

It is the general object of this invention to pro 
duce a shoe of the slip-lasted type having a closed 
toe as good in appearance and wearing qualities 
as the toe of a conventionally lasted shoe and 
which, at the same time, may be manufactured 
with economy. 
The method of this invention may be practised 

by cutting an upper, an upper vlining and a sock 
‘lining each having a lasting allowance around‘the 
toe forward of the tip line, assembling the upper 
elements,stitching the upper elements to the sock 
lining rearwardly of the tip line of the shoe, in 
serting a last in the shoe, and then inserting a 
toe box between the lining and upper forward of 
the‘tip line. The shoe is then preferably pre 
sented to a toe forming machine to form ‘the toe 
of the shoe, stitching is applied around the toe 
from tip line to tip line, and the lasting “allow 
ances are trimmed. 
As will be illustrated, in order to complete the 

shoe, as when a shoe of the platform type is de 
sired, the last is removed from the shoe, the front 
cover is attached, and the rear cover as well un 
less it has been earlier attached, the‘last isrein 
.serted in the shoe, and the bottoming of the shoe 
is completed. 
One modi?cation of the invention will be de 

scribed wherein the relasting process is elimi 
nated. 
In order that the exact nature of this inven 

tion‘may be better understood. reference is made 
to the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

‘Fig. ‘1 is a perspective view of the cut and as 
sembled ‘ upper; ' 

Fig. '2 is an exploded perspective View showing 
the assembled upper and the sock lining; 

Fig.3 is aperspective'view showingthe attach 
mentof the upper to the sock lining; 

‘Fig. 4 shows the attachment of the rear cover 
to the shoe; 
Fig.5 shows a last inserted in theshoe and the 

portion of the upper and doubler forwarder the 
tip‘line turned back from the lining; 

Fig. 6 is a view showing the toe‘ box; 
Fig. '7 shows ‘the 'toe? box positioned over the 

lining ahead of the'tip line; 
iF'igs. s and 19 disclose the'toe o'f'theshoeposi- I 

‘tinned relative "to the shoe support and wipers 
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ofa toe forming machine, Fig. ‘8 showing a longi 
tudinal section of the toe of the shoe and Fig. _9 
a transverse section thereof; ‘ 

Fig. 10 shows the stitching applied through the 
lasting allowances forward of the tip ‘line and 
illustrates the trimming of thelasting allowances 
outside said stitching; 
Fig. ,11 shows the feed rollers, needle, thread and 

looper of a thread lasting machine with the toe 
of the shoe presented thereto; 

'Fig. 12 shows the shoe with the ‘last removed 
and the front cover attached thereto; 

Fig. 13 is an elevation of the completed shoe; 
Fig. 14 is a cross-sectional view taken on the 

plane l4—l4 of Fig. 13; 
Fig. 15 is a plan view of the front cover vas it 

maybe made in practicing a modi?cation of the 
invention; 

Fig. 16 is a perspective view of a shoe showing 
the assembled upper attached to thesock lining 
rearward of the tip ‘line, the rear cover attached 
and a front cover of the type disclosed in Fig. 15 
attached to the shoe rearwardly of the tip "line; 
and 
‘Fig. 17 is a perspective view of ashoemadeac 

cording to the modi?ed process after the lastjhas 
been inserted therein and ‘the shoe ‘presented to 
the toe forming and thread lasting machines. 
Reference is made to Figs. 1 and 2 wherein the 

upper assembly is shown to include the upper 22, 
doubler 2t and lining 26 each of which may be 
composed of any suitable material. The upper, 
doubler and lining are each cut to have a (seam 
allowance along "their lower edges rearward of 
the tip'line which is de?ned'by‘the points AandjB, 
and ahead of the tip‘line theupper. doubler and 
lining are provided with the respective ‘lasting 
allowances 22a, 24a and 26a. 
vThe upper 22, doubler 24 and‘1ining‘26 are as 

sembled to form the upperassembly, theupper 22 
and doubler 24 being adhesively secured to one 
another over their entire adjacent surfaces, and 
the upper lining and doubler being similarly 
secured to one another rearward of the tip line 
AB. Stitching ‘28 is employed _to fasten theupper 
elements together at the top of the upper,_as well 
as to hold the upper edge of the rquarterlining'a? 
in position, and the. stitching'32 is employed to 
hold the front edge of the ‘quarter liningjt? in the 
upper assembly, ‘this stitching passing through 
the upper, doubler, lining and front end of the 
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quarter lining 30 and rear end of the upper lining 
26. In the practice of this invention, the doubler 
may be omitted from the shoe and the upper lin 
ing is necessary only in the toe of the shoe. 
The sock lining 34 is out to have a seam allow 

ance rearward of the tip line AB and a wider last 
ing allowance 34a forward of the tip line corre 
sponding to the lasting allowance of the upper 
elements. 
Having assembled the upper elements as de 

scribed, the quarter lining 30 is separated from 
the doubler24 and a counter 36, preferably of 
the mulled oractivated type, is inserted in proper 
position in the pocket between the quarter lining 
3t and doubler 24, and the quarter lining 33 is 
pressed against the inserted counter. The 
counter is preferably precutso that-it ?ts into 
the pocket between the quarter lining 33 and the 
doubler 24 with the bottom~ edge of the counter 
flush with the adjacent bottom’ edges of the 
quarter lining, doubler and upper. 
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of the last 46. A preferably mulled or activated 
toe box 5!], such as is shown in Fig. 6, having a 
lasting allowance 50a corresponding to the other 
described lasting allowances and a skived rear 
margin 52b is then laid over the free uncovered 
toe end of lining 26, as shown in Fig. '7. The 
skived margin 52?) of the toe box 56 is laid against 
the lining, and the toe box is cut in size and 
shape so that when its rear skived margin is laid 
along the tip line AB, the projecting edges of the 
box are flush with the corresponding edges of the 
lining. The previously turned back free toe por 
tion of the upper and doubler are then turned 
forwardly and downwardly over the inserted toe 
box and pressed against the same. 
The toe of the shoe on the last is then formed, 

and this step may be accomplished by presenting 
the shoe to a toe forming machine of the type dis 

(‘closed in United States Patent No. 1,861,832 
20 

Referring to Fig. 3, the upper‘ assembly’ and’ 
sock lining 34 are then joined together as by - 
stitching 38, employing a conventional type sew 
ing machine, the stitching 38 extending from the 
tip point A rearwardly around the heel of the 
shoe” and forwardly to‘ the tip point‘ B; This 
stitching passes through the upper, doubler, 

, upper lining, ‘counter; quarter lining and sock 
lining and securely attaches the upper assembly 
20 to the sock ‘lining 34 rearward of the tip line 
AB. It should be particularly‘ noted, however, 
that the upper‘ 22' and‘doubler 24 are not at 
tached to the'lining 26 and none of the upper 
elements are attached to‘ the sock lining 34 for 
ward of the tip line‘AB'. In this stitching opera 
tion the stitching allowance "on the sock lining 
'34 is turned‘down‘wardly into ‘parallel position 
with respect to the stitching allowances ‘of the 
upper elements to produce a generally depending 
'rib 40 aroundtheibottom of ‘the shoe'rearward of 
the‘tip' line " * 

Turning now, toFig. 4, the next step in the 

extends from the area of the shank‘ at one side 
of the shoe r‘earwafdly' around the heel and then 
‘forward ‘to a"'point"in‘the area of the shankon 
‘the other side of the shoe. The heel cover 42 is 
.ypreferably fastened "with its ?nished side adja 
‘cent‘to the exterior'of the upper 22, and stitching 
44 passes through'thefheel cover 42 and the rib 

, 49 so ‘that the‘ inside‘ portion of stitching 44 lies 
along the inner side of'the rib. 
As shown in Fig'.'5,'a l'ast'46 is then inserted 

inside the shoe, theback'seam '(not shown) is 
properly alined with the rear end of the last and, 
if desired, a tack' 48".’may‘be driven through the 
upper into the last 46'-to'.hold the heel end of the 
shoe in proper position with respect to the last. 

_,_Also, if desired, the sock lining may be pulled 
forward of the last'by‘ applying pincers to the 
lasting allowance 34a of the sock lining, and a 
tack (not shown) may be driven through the 
sock lining in the area of the shank into the last. 
These operations assist in shaping the still soft 
counter ‘to the last and hold the heel of the shoe 
in proper position relatively to the last during the 
succeeding operations. 'The upper lining 26 may 
also be pulled forward of the last by the use of 
pincers. - 

The free toe ends of'the upper 22 and doubler 
24 are then turned back along the tip line AB, 
as also shown in Fig. 5, leaving the free'toe end 

I of the lining 26 in engagement with the toe end 

process may bethe attachment'of the heel cover, 
'42 to the shoe by means of th‘e'stitching 44 which 
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granted June 7, 1932 in the name of W. C. Bax 
ter. As seen in Figs. 8 and 9 such a machine 
comprises the shoe support 54 which underlies 
the'bottom surface of the sock lining 34 and last 
ing allowance 34a ahead of the tip line AB. The 
‘machine also comprises the wipers 56 having 
wiping surfaces 56a which engage the exterior 
surface of the toe of the upper 22 to wipe the 
same over the last 46. Thewipers are prefer 
ably heated to cause the bonding agent of the 
toe box to set'during the toe forming operation. 
When the machine is operated, the relative ver 
tical movement of the plate 54 and wipers 56, 
the closing of the wipers 56 relative to the shoe, 
and the longitudinal relative .inotion‘of the shoe 
and wipers results in a toe smoothly and tightly 
wiped around the last, and the wiping operation 
also pulls the entire shoe upper forward relative 
to the last to shape the same to the last. The 
pressure applied to the toe elementsduring the 
wiping process causes a flow of the bonding agent 
of the'toe box toimpreg'nate the adjacent areas 
of the doubler and upper lining. The lasting al 
lowances are ?rmly pressed together in the toe 
forming operation, and the lasting allowances of 
the upper and doubler, toe box and upper lining 
are securely bonded by the‘ bonding agent of the 
lasting allowanceof the toe box. ’ 
As illustrated, the feather line 46a of the last 

46 is rounded 01f ahead of the tip line to permit 
the wipers 56 to wipe the upper elements into 
the beveled 01f corner of the last. 

After the toe forming operation the shoe is left 
in the machine for the length of time required 
to perform the same operation on another shoe, 
during which time the formed toe of the shoe be 
comes set, and then the stitching 10 shown in 
Fig. 10 is accomplished. This stitching extends 

. from the end of the tip line A around the toe of 
the shoe to the end of the tip line B and passes 
through» the upper, doubler, toe box upper lining 
and sock lining. The stitching operation may be 
accomplished upon a thread lasting'machine of 
‘the type disclosed in United States Patent No. 
1,864,510, granted June 21, 1932, in the name of 
B. T. Leveque, a portion of such a machine being 
disclosed in Fig. 11 to which‘reference is now 
made. ' ‘ M . a ' 

In Fig. .11 it willbe seen that thethread last 
ing machine includes an upper knurled feed 
roller 12 driven byshaft ‘l4 and alower' knurled 
feed roller 76 driven by shaft 18., . 
-The lasting allowances 22a, 24a, 50a, 26a and 

' 34a of the upper, doubler, toe-box, upper lining 
and seek lining are compressed by .the feed 
rollers, and the stitching 10 is applied by the 
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the tip point B around the lower margin of the 
upper of the toe of the completed shoe. Referring 
.toFig. 16 the front ‘cover is positioned relative 
tothe upper 22 with the tip points A,’ and B’ on 
the cover respectively overlying the tip points A 
and B on the upper,’and the cover is attached to 
the shoe by stitching I06 which extends on each 
side of the shoe from the tip points A and A’ and 
,B and B’ rearwardly to the ends of the cover I04, 
stitching ‘I06 passing through the cover I04 and 
the depending rib 40 which, as previously de 
scribed, is composed of the lower margins of the 
Upper, doubler, lining and the margin of the 
sock lining. It should be particularly noted that 
the cover I04 is not stitched forward of the tip 
points A’ andrB’, and consequently, the portion 
of _-the cover between these two points may be 
moved relative to the underlying parts of the 
shoe. Inasmuch as the distance from the tip 
point A’ to the tip point B’ on the wrapper I04 
is slightly less than the distancefrom the tip 
point-A to the tip point B around the lower mar 
gin of the upper, the lasting allowance I04a and 
unsewed section of thewrapper I04 will be some 
what to the rear of the position of the lasting al 
lowance 22a of the upper, as shown in Fig. 16. 
The last is next inserted in theshoe, the heel 

seam alined and the heel tack driven through the 
heel into the last. The sock lining is pulled for 
ward and the tack driven through the sock lining 
in-the area of the shank, all as previously de 
scribed. . 

v The free portion of cover I04 between the tip 
points A’ and B’, the lasting allowance I040. and 
the free portions of the upper 22 and doubler 24 
between the tip points A and B are turned back, 
as previously described, and the mulled or acti 
vated toe box is laid over the lining 26. The 
turned back portions of the doubler, upper and 
wrapper I04 are then turned forward and pressed 
‘downwardly against the inserted toe box, the 
upper 22, doubler 24 and upper lining are all 
pulled forward of the last by the use of pincers, 

V and the cover I04, between the tip points A’ and 
,B’, is pressed downwardly, stretching the cover 
intermediate the tip points A’ and B’ to cause 
the cover to snugly ?t around the toe of the last 
and to place the lasting allowance I04a over last 
ing allowance 22a of the upper. 

The shoe is then presented to the toe-forming 
machine, as previously described, and the wipers 
56.01‘ the toe-forming machine press against the 
wrapper I04 and lasting allowance I04a and the 
previously described movements of the toe-form 
ing machine form the toe of the shoe. as shown 
in Fig. 1'7, the lasting allowance I04a being 
pressed against the other described lasting allow 
ances. _ . » 

The shoe is then presented to the thread last 
ing machine, as previously described, and the 
stitching I08 is performed, this stitching passing 
through the lasting allowances I04a, 22a, 24a, 
50a, 26a and 34a to securely fasten the wrapper 
I04, upper 22, doubler 24, toe box 50, lining 2B, 
and sock lining 34 together around the toe'be 
tween the tip points A and B. . , I 

‘ The lasting allowances I04a, 22a, 24a, 50a, 26a 
and 34a are then trimmed as previously described, 
and the shoe is ready for the spotting of the 
platform and previously described subsequent 
operations necessary to complete the manufac 
ture of the shoe. - ~ ~ 

The just-described alternative process makes 
itpossible to manufacture a closed toe, slip 
,lasted shoe having therproperties ‘of a shop 
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made by‘, conventional lasting methods. The 
elimination ' of'the relasting operation reduces 
the cost of manufacture even more than the ?rst 
described process, and the partial attachment of 
the front cover to the shoe prior to the toe 
forming operation eliminates any direct contact 
between'the» wipers of the toe-forming machine 
andany exposed‘ surface of the ?nished shoe, 
because the front cover is turned outwardly and 
downwardly in ‘the subsequent completing of the 
shoe. Accordingly, ‘damage to any ?nished sur 
face of the shoe, and particularly to the upper, 
during'the toe-forming operation is reduced to 
a'minimum. ' 
The process of this invention is applicable to 

shoes havinga conventionally lasted heel, and 
when applied to such shoes the sock lining is 
stitched to the upper elements of the shoe, prior 
to the insertion of the last, from the tip points 
A and B rearwardly to the breast line. The toe 
of the shoe is completed as described herein, and 
the heel portionrmay be completed in any desired 
manner. . 

In View of the preceding disclosure, it will be 
appreciated that this invention provides a proc 
ess for the manufacture of closed toe, slip-lasted 
shoes which is economical and which results in 
the production of a slip-lasted shoe having the 
appearance and wearing qualities, particularly 
in the toe, of a shoe produced by conventional 
lasting methods. Those skilled in the art will 
understand that certain of the steps set forth 
herein are not necessary to the practice of the 
invention, while onthe other hand, additional 
steps maybe included as the conditions under 
which the invention is practiced vary; further 
more, the essential steps of the invention need 
not be practiced in the exact sequence herein set 
forth. and other types of machines than those 
referred to herein may be employed. 

All such variations inthe practice of this in 
vention are intended to be covered by the follow 
ing claims: ' 

I claim: ' 

1. That improvement in methods of making 
shoes. which includes the steps of providing an 
upper having a lasting allowance forward of the 
tip line thereof, providing a sock lining having 
a lasting allowance corresponding to the ‘lasting 
allowance of the upper, providing a lining in at 
least the toe portion of said upper, uniting the 
upper and sock’ lining rearward of the tip line, _ 
inserting a last in the shoe, inserting a toe box 
between the upper'and its lining, and uniting 
the upper and sock lining forward of the tip line 
by fastenings extending through said lasting al 
lowances near the edge of the last. 

2. That improvement in methods of making 
shoes which includes the steps of providing an 
upper having a lasting allowance forward of the 
tip line thereof, providing a sock lining having 
arlastingrallowance corresponding to the lasting 
allowance of the upper, providing a lining in at 
least the toe portion of said upper, uniting the 
upper and sock lining rearward of the tip line, 
inserting a-last in the shoe, inserting a toe box 
.having a lasting allowance between the upper 
and upper lining, fastening together the upper, 
toe box and sock lining forward of the tip line 
near the edge of said last, and trimming the last— 
ing allowances of the toe box, upper and upper 
lining outside said fastenings. 

3. That improvement in methods of making 
slip-lasted shoes which includes the steps of pro 
viding anupperanda sock’ lining eachhaving a 
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lasting allowance forward at the tip line and a 
stem entrance rearward of the tie lineprovid 
ing a mung‘ in at least the toe portion" of ‘said 
upper, uniting the upper and s'o'cklining by 
stitching along the‘ sai'd'seam allowances, insert 
ing a last inside the shoe, inserting a toe box 
between the upper and its lining, fastening to 
gether the upper and sock liningnear the edge 
of the last forward of the tip line thereo?trim 
ming the lasting allowances outside said ‘last 
mentioned fastenings, removing the last from 
the shoe, attaching a cover strip around the toe 
of the shoe by Stitching through the margins of 
the cover strip, upper, toe box, upper lining and 
sock lining, reinserting the last in the shoe, lay 
ing a platform sole underneath the sock lining, 
lasting the cover in over the bottom margin of 
the platform sole, and attaching an outsole. 

4. That improvement in methods of making 
shoes which includes the steps of ‘providing an 
upper having a lasting allowance forward of the 
tip line thereof, providing a sock lining having 
a lasting allowance corresponding to the lasting 
allowance of the upper, providing a lining in at 
least the toe portion of said upper, uniting the 
upper and seek lining rearward of the tip lines 
of the same, inserting a last in the shoe, inserting 
a toe box between the upper and its lining, 
fastening together the upper and sock lining near 
the edge of the last forward of the tip line, trim 
ming the lasting allowances outside said stitch 
ing, removing the last from the shoe, and attach 
ing a cover strip around the toe of the shoe by 
fastenings extending through the margins of 
the cover strip, upper, toe box, upper lining and 
sock lining. 

5. That improvement in methods of making 
slip-lasted shoes which includes the steps of pro 
viding an upper having a lasting allowance for“ 
ward of the tip line thereof, providing a sock 
lining having a lasting allowance corresponding 
to the lasting allowance of the upper, providing 
a lining in at least the toe portion of said upper, 
uniting the upper and sock lining rearward of the 
tip lines of the same, inserting a last in the shoe, 
inserting a toe box between the upper and its 
lining, forming the toe of the shoe, inserting a 
line of fastenings to unite the upper and sock 
lining near the edge of the last forward of the 
tip line, trimming the lasting allowances out 
side said line of fastenings, removing the last 
from the shoe, attaching a cover strip around 
the toe of the shoe by stitching through the 
margins of the cover strip, upper, toe box, upper 
lining and sock lining, reinserting the last in the 
shoe, laying a platform sole underneath the sock 
lining, lasting the cover in over the bottom mar 
gin of the platform sole, and attaching an out 
sole. 

6. That improvement in methods of making 
shoes which includes the steps of providing an 
upper and a sock lining each having a lasting 
allowance forward of the tip line, providing a 
lining in at least the toe portion of said upper, 
uniting the upper and sock lining rearward of 
the tip line, positioning a cover around the toe 
of the shoe and attaching the cover to the shoe 
rearward of the tip line, inserting a last in the 
shoe, inserting a toe box between the upper and 
its lining, and conforming the toe of the shoe 
to the last. 

7. That improvement in methods of making 
shoes which includes the steps of providing an 
upper and a sock lining each having a lasting 
allowance forward of the tip line, providing a 
lining in at least the toe portion, of said upper, 
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10 
uniting, the upper and 599k lining rearward of 
the tip line, positioning a cover ‘around the toe 
of the shot an attathmg the. ‘toilet to the shoe 
rearward 0t the tip line» inserting ‘a last‘ in the 
shoe, inserting a toe box between‘the upper and 
its lining, conforming the toe ofthe shoe to the 
last, and uniting the cover, upper and sock lining 
forward of the tip line'byj'inserting fastenings 
through said cover and the lasting“ allowances of 
the upper and sock lining near'the'edge of the 
last. “ ’ ‘ “ ' ‘ 

“8'. That improvement in methods of making 
shoes which includes the steps of providing an 
upper and a sock lining each having a lasting 
allowance forward of the tip line, providing a 
lining in at least the toe portion of said upper, 
uniting the upper and sock lining rearward of 
the tip line, providing a cover having a lasting 
allowance along one side thereof and positioning 
the cover around the toe of the shoe with the 
lasting allowance of the cover ahead of the tip 
line of the shoe, attaching the cover to the shoe 
rearward of the tip line thereof, inserting a last 
in the shoe, inserting a toe box between the upper 
and its lining, and conforming the toe of the shoe 
to the last. 

9. That improvement in methods of making 
shoes which includes the steps of providing an 
upper and a sock lining each having a lasting 
allowance forward of the tip line, providing a 
lining in at least the toe portion of said upper, 
providing a cover having a lasting allowance 
along one side thereof and positioning the cover 
around the toe of the shoe with the lasting al~ 
lowance of the cover forward of the tip line of 
the shoe, uniting the upper, sock lining and cover 
rearward of the tip line, inserting a last in the 
shoe, inserting a toe box between the upper and 
its lining, conforming the toe of the shoe to the 
last, joining together the cover, upper, toe box 
and sock lining by fastenings inserted vthrough 
the same near the edge of the last, and trimming 
the lasting allowances of the cover, upper, toe 
box and sock lining outside said fastenings. 

10. That improvement in methods of making 
shoes which includes the steps of providing an 
upper having a lasting allowance at one end 
thereof, providing a sock lining having a lasting 
allowance corresponding to that of the upper, 
uniting the upper and sock lining from the last“ 
ing allowances toward the other end of the shoe, 
inserting an end stiffener in the end of the shoe 
having the said allowances, and uniting the upper 
and sock lining by inserting fastenings extending 
through said allowances near the edge of a last 
placed in the shoe. 

11. That improvement in methods of making 
shoes which includes the steps of providing an 
upper, lining and sock lining each having lasting 
allowances at an end of the shoe, positioning a 
cover about said end of the shoe, securing por 
tions of the cover at the shank to the upper and 
sock lining at opposite sides of the shoe leaving 
the central portion of the cover free, inserting 
an end stiffener in that end of the shoe, draw 
ing the free portion of the cover down about the 
end of a last in the shoe, and securing the cover, 
upper, lining and sock lining together about that 
end of the shoe. 

12. That improvement in methods of making 
shoes which includes the steps of providing an 
upper and upper lining having lasting allowances 
at an end thereof, providing a sock lining and a 
cover having lasting allowances corresponding to 
those of the upper, uniting the upper, sock lin 
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ing and portions of the cover at each side of the 
shank portion of the shoe leaving the central 
portion of the cover free and extending about the 
end of the shoe above the bottom thereof, insert 
ing an end stiffener between the upper and lin 
ing, working the cover down into position about 
the end of the shoe, and securing together the 
yet-unsecured portion of the cover, upper and 
sock lining about the end of the shoe in which a 
last has been placed. 

BENJAMIN F. PARRELLI. 
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